Lansdowne
corner
3 corner 2 in Akita Branch colour Mink
with Akita Stripe, Akita Rib and Akita
Floral colour Mink. Wood colour Smoke.

LH large end unit (pillow back )

Lansdowne
corner

LH small end unit (pillow back )

(available RH)

(available RH)

LH large end unit (standard back )

LH small end unit (standard back )

(available RH)

Frames - Solid hardwood rails with plywood
and high density particleboard panels, glued
and stapled.
Seat suspension - Zigzag springs to seat,
firm front edge.
Back suspension - High resilient elasticated
tensioned webbed back.
Seat cushions - DuPont Qualofile seat
interiors.
Standard back - Fibre filled.
Pillows/scatters - Feather filled.
Show-wood - High quality timber - Smoke
and Antique available.
Options - Available as standard or pillow
back. Supa-lux foam seat interiors available.
All end corner groups are fixed arms only.
Care - Cushions must be plumped regularly to
retain their performance and appearance.
Wood care - Wood is a natural product,
variances in grain and colour are a sign of a
genuine product. Always handle with care.

3 corner 3

LH large end unit + corner unit
+ RH large end unit

(available RH)

2 corner 2

LH small end unit + corner unit
+ RH small end unit

edition 1
- all measurements taken from fixed arm pieces - please allow tolerance of +/- 1 inch.

See upholstery care ticket for more detailed information. As a
result of our policy of continuous design and development we
reserve the right to alter dimensions and specifications without
prior notice.

Height

Width

Depth

large end

99cm/39ins

199cm/78ins

99cm/39ins

small end

99cm/39ins

130cm/51ins

99cm/39ins

corner unit

99cm/39ins

117cm/46ins

117cm/46ins

3 corner 3

99cm/39ins

316cm/124ins

316cm/124ins

3 corner 2

91cm/36ins

316cm/124ins

247cm/97ins

2 corner 3

48cm/19ins

247cm/97ins

316cm/124ins

2 corner 2

41cm/16ins

247cm/97ins

247cm/97ins

2 corner 3

LH small end unit + corner unit
+ RH large end unit

corner unit (pillow back)

corner unit (standard back)

3 corner 2

LH large end unit + corner unit
+ RH small end unit

